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1. Introduction: The Independence of Chemical Engineering from 
Chemistry 
 
 
 Chemical Engineering is one of the major Science of today. In fact, T.S. Reynolds1 
calls it: “One of the big four Engineering fields”. It occupies an important place in the 
education sector: it is present in most technological Universities in the form of research and 
education. For example, both technical Universities in Switzerland (ETHZ and EPFL) offer 
undergraduate studies and graduate research in this field. Fellow scientist recognizes this 
domain. Indeed, in addition to appearing in it’s own specialized journals, chemical 
engineering subjects are fairly regularly published in broadly scoped and respected journals 
such as Science or Nature. Finally, the field of Chemical Engineering is also recognized in the 
industry. Indeed, the Chemical Engineering Bachelor’s degree is the seventh highest paying 
Bachlor’s degree in the United States2, which is a sign of the value of this degree to the 
professional world. 
 
 Chemical Engineering is clearly a major engineering science, but this was not always 
the case. Indeed, the Society of Chemical Engineers was created in 1908 and the 
independence of Chemical Engineering toward its associated science, chemistry, was heavily 
debated at that point. William McMurtie, a former president of the American Chemical 
Society, gave his opinion in 1908 on the issue3: 
 
“Chemist is a good enough term for me […]. Stick to what you have. I do not think we have 
any need to form any other organization…” 
 
 The historical reason of this debate can be linked to the fact that, in opposition to other 
engineering disciplines such as mechanical or civil engineering, chemical engineering did not 
evolve from a well-established craft tradition. Consequently, it had to make room for itself 
where there, previously, was none. The chemical engineering profession was, nevertheless, 
finally established also for historical reasons that will not be discussed here4.  
 
 Given what has been exposed previously, it is clear that the debate that once existed 
concerning the independence of chemical engineering from chemistry has disappeared. This 
disappearance can, once again be linked to historical reasons. But, in this case, part of the 
reason can also be philosophical in nature. Indeed, for this debate concerning independence of 
chemical engineering to completely vanish, there must be a fundamental justification for the 
independence of the two professions; something that would have become evident upon 
implementation of the separate profession. 
 
 It is argued here that this justification can be understood and described 
philosophically. By using the Multiple Realizability argument against reductionism, it will be 
shown that Chemical Engineering cannot be reduced to Chemistry. To do so, reductionism 
                                                 
1 T. S. Reynolds: “Chemical Engineering in the Early 20th Century”, Technology and Culture, Vol. 27, No 4, p. 
694, 1986. 
2 http://www.bls.gov/opub/ooq/2001/fall/oochart.pdf  
3 Quoted in : F. J. Antwerpen and Sylvia Fourdinier : “High lights: The first fifty years of the American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers”, New York, 1958 p. 19-20. 
4 A more detailed discussion on the historical reason of the debate and establishment the independence of the 
chemical engineering profession is available in : T. S. Reynolds: “Chemical Engineering in the Early 20th 
Century”, Technology and Culture, Vol. 27, No 4, 1986. 
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will be explained and defined (section 2). In the same section, the Multiple Realizability 
Argument will also be defined, along with the criticism that accompanies it. Finally, in section 
3, this argument will be applied to the Chemistry-Chemical Engineering system and its 
criticisms will be refuted for that particular system. This will permit to understand the 
fundamental reasons for the differences between two professions and the reasons for which 
they are separate. 
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2. Philosophical analysis: The Multiple Realizability Argument 
against Reductionism 
 

2.1 Reductionism 
 
  Reductionism is a position that aims to explain higher-level theories in terms of lower-
level theories.  
 
 Before the notion of “levels” is discussed, “a theory” and its context must clearly be 
defined. One must distinguish the world from the theory that describes it. Indeed, the world 
consists of different systems (molecules, plants, humans…etc), which have certain properties 
(size, smell…etc). These systems can be described by sciences (Chemistry, biology, 
psychology), which consist of theories. The aspect of reductionism that is discussed here 
concerns theories. 
 
 As said before, these theories are each linked to a science, which is either a lower-level 
science or a higher-level science. This level distinction reflects the common hierarchal picture 
that most people have of scientific knowledge: 
 

 
Fig. 1: Basic view of the science hierarchy 

 
 One must understand that “Higher-level” and “lower-level” are used in a relative 
sense. For example, the higher-level sciences are Chemistry and Biology in regards to 
Physics. In other words, this denomination depends on the reference that is used. Therefore if 
Biology is used as a reference, Chemistry becomes a lower-level science.  
 
 The argument for classification in a “higher-level” or “lower-level” depends on the 
systems the theory describes. The classification is clearly dependent on the size of the system 
described by the theory of the classified science. Thus, depending on what type of 
macroscopic effect is studied, different systems are studied and different pyramids can be 
formed. The Basis is always physics since it is the science studying the systems that 
“compose” all other systems of the higher-level sciences. Composition is an important 
criterion for level classification. Indeed, biological systems compose themselves of physical 
systems, but physical systems do not compose themselves of biological systems. This 
asymmetric relation created by composition, permits to organize the different systems in the 
level classification. In the following examples, it is illustrated that the level-system depends 
on what systems are described and explained. 
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 For example, if the final studied macro-system is a social science, the following 
pyramid can be drawn to explain social sciences, which study the actions of a large number of 
individuals: 
 

 
Fig. 2: Hierarchy pyramid of sciences leading to Social Sciences 

 
 Another example would be the study of the water flow system in a stirred tank: 

 

 
Fig. 3: Hierarchy of sciences leading to the study of the hydrodynamic flow of a stirred tank 

 
 
 These pyramids represent the explanation of higher-level sciences through lower-level 
sciences: the higher level sciences occurrences “stand” on their lower-level sciences theories 
and occurrences. The word “stand” is used because, from a reductionist’s point of view, the 
higher-level explanations or laws are usually (or could be), derived or demonstrated from the 
laws in lower level sciences.  
 

So far, diverse examples of specific reductionism of a few sciences have been 
discussed. Let’s now turn to a general discussion of Reductionism that includes every possible 
science in its level classification. Elliot Sober5 describes this Reductionism as an argument 
making at least two claims:  
 

1. “Every singular occurrence in a higher-level science can explain also can be 
explained by a lower-level science.” 

 
The term occurrence designates a “fact”, something that occurs at a given point in 

time. For example, the human body of a person at a certain time is an occurrence, which can 
be explained by biological systems (heart, lung muscles…etc.) or physical systems (atoms, 
electrons…etc.). The word “system” that is used throughout this paper is defined as a group of 
properties (for example: “the chemistry-chemical engineering system” = the properties of 

                                                 
5 Elliot Sober : “The Multiple Realizability Argument against Reductionism”, Philosophy of Science, Vol. 66, No 
4, p. 543, 1999. 
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chemistry and chemical engineering occurrences) or a group of occurrences (for example: 
“biological systems” = heart, lung ...etc.). 

 
The second claim is: 

 
2. “Every law in a higher level science can be explained by a law in a lower level 

science.” 
 

The word “can” must be understood as “can in principle” and not “can in practice” 6.  
Partisans of reductionism realize that the tools of lower level sciences that are available do not 
permit to understand or predict occurrences of higher-level sciences yet. This is the case 
because the science is not yet complete. Thought, they do believe, that once science is 
complete; understanding will no longer suffer from such limitations. In addition, they also 
realize that this cannot necessarily be done, in some cases, because of the added complexity 
(indeed, explaining human action by electrochemical interaction in the body, if possible, will 
most certainly result in a model of extreme complexity).  
 
 The reductionist’s view is that an explanation of an occurrence through physics, even 
though it may be complicated and not yet possible, is to be more detailed and general then an 
explanation of the phenomena through a higher-level science. A reductionist will argue that a 
more general and detailed explanation is “better”. Indeed, since he claims that all theories and 
occurrences will be unified through a final physics theory, physics will be able to explain 
every occurrence. Explanation from this complete theory are therefore better then those from 
an incomplete, higher level, explanation. The notion of why “general” is “better” will be 
explained further when Putnam’s views will be discussed. 
 

2.2 The Multiple Realizability Argument 
 
 The multiple realizability argument is an argument that can be used to demonstrate 
that a lower-level science explanation can be worse then a higher-level explanation for a 
higher-level occurrence. This of course directly contradicts the main claim of the reductionist 
position explained above, thus making multiple realizability a serious argument against 
reductionism. 
 
 The goal of this section is to understand the Multiple Realizability Argument against 
reductionism to be able to use it in the context of the Chemistry-Chemical Engineering 
system. To do so, “multiple realizability” will, first, be defined. Then the general argument 
will be described; followed by the specific arguments of Putnam and Fodor. Finally, criticism 
of the Multiple Realizability argument will be discussed. 
 
 This argument bases itself on the following generalized situation: 
 

                                                 
6 Paul Oppenheim and Hilary Putnam : « Unity of Science as a Working Hypothesis » in H. Feigl, G. Maxwell, 
and M. Scriven (eds), Minnesota Studies in Philosophy of Science, Minneapolis ; University of Minnesota Press 
3-36, 1958. 
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A1 A2 Anor or... B1 B2 Bnor or...then

If P then Q

 

 

If 

Fig. 4: The multiple realizability of a higher-level occurrence by lower-level occurrences 
 
 The upper level of the diagram represents the occurrences described by theories from a 
higher-level science. The system has certain property (P), which leads to a certain other 
property (Q). This system is described and explained through a higher-level theory. The term 
“explanation” employed here is understood as the description given of a system by a theory. 
These descriptions permit to understand a systems properties and occurrences. 
 
 The lower level of this diagram represents the same set of occurrences described by 
theories of a lower-level science. Ai and Bi (i = 1,2,…n) are lower-level properties of the 
occurrences and have exactly the same relationship as P and Q did except that they are lover-
level properties that are explained by a lower-level theory. 
 
 Both P and Q are multiple realizable properties, which is why they describe multiple 
occurrences and correspond to multiple lower level properties. The theory connected to their 
system still provides a good explanation for their relationship. Let’s illustrate that different 
properties at the lower-level (A1, A2,… or B1, B2,…) lead to the same higher level property (P 
or respectively Q). Indeed, this type of situation is frequently present in reality. For example, 
if Q is “a man feels pain” (his property is to feel pain) and P is “a man is angry” (this man has 
the resulting property of being angry), then A1 could be “a man feels pain through nerve 1”, 
which causes his nervous system to activate anger enzyme in zone 1 (B1) and A2 could be 
“feels pain through nerve 2” which causes his nervous system to activate anger enzyme in 
zone 1 (B2).  
 
 Multiple Realizability describes higher-level properties and occurrences that could 
take many different forms in lower-level system. This anti-symmetric relation is the key to the 
Multiple Realizability criticism of Reductionism. Its general form is summarized by Sober7 in 
the following form: 
 
“Higher-level sciences describe properties that are multiply realizable and that provide good 
explanations. 
 
If a property described in a higher level science is multiply realizable at a lower level, then 
the lower level science will not be able to explain, or will explain only feebly, the phenomena 
that the higher-level science explains well. 
 
                                                 
7 Elliot Sober : “The Multiple Realizability Argument against Reductionism”, Philosophy of Science, Vol. 66, No 
4, p. 558, 1999. 
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If higher-level sciences provide good explanations of phenomena that lower level sciences 
cannot explain, or explain only feebly, then reductionism is false. 
 
Reductionism is false.” 
 
 The partisans of the argument have mainly focused on demonstrating the second 
paragraph of this citation. Indeed, there are two different arguments to why the asymmetry 
discussed earlier renders the lower-level explanations unable or weekly suited to explain 
higher-level laws: the first is by Putnam8 and the second is by Fodor9. 
 
 Putnam argues that a lower-level theory will explain only feebly that the higher-level 
theory explains well. To do this, he uses the example of the hole and peg system to illustrate 
that a higher-level explanation provides a better explanation. One can imagine this system as 
two holes and peg arrangement. In both systems the peg fits through the hole even though 
both systems are different (for example, in the first case the hole and the peg are round and in 
the second, the hole and peg are triangular). The explanation to why the peg goes through the 
hole can be macroscopic or microscopic.  
 
 The macroscopic law is simply that: for the peg to go through the hole, the peg and 
hole must have a certain geometric similarity and the size factor must be respected. On the 
other hand, the microscopic law yields an explanation that involves complicated molecular 
interactions and potential energy barriers.   
 
 The microscopic properties can of course be different from one system to another but 
also in the confines of a group of macroscopically identical systems and, thus, the explanation 
will differ. The explanation of similar effects will trace back to different causes. The 
macroscopic explanation, however, is the same for both systems. In that regard the second law 
has the advantage of unifying while the first does not. 
 
 For Putnam, given that sciences goal is to unify the macroscopic explanation is 
“better”. Indeed, he does not view explanation as a subjective matter. He points out that 
Science looks for laws. He therefore declares the following about explanation7: 
 
“Explanation is superior not only subjectively but methodologically, in terms of facilitating 
the aims of scientific inquiry, if it brings out relevant laws.” 
 
 The scientific inquiry is facilitated by added generality of a law. The higher-level law 
additionally facilitates the scientific inquiry. He adds that a microscopic explanation comes 
with complication and unnecessary detail. The broadness and the conciseness of the higher-
level laws therefore make them better. If an explanation is better is then another why expose 
the less valued explanation, which becomes relegated to darkness and, thus, loses its 
explanatory purpose. This contradicts reductionism, because reductionism aims to explain in a 
more detailed manner. This manner, if it is “less good” should be discarded. 
 
 Fodor tries to demonstrate that lower-level theories cannot explain higher-level 
theories because of the impossibility to link their respective laws by a rigorous demonstration. 

                                                 
8 Putnam, Hilary: “Philosophy and our Mental life”, in Mind, Language, and Reality. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 291-303, 1975. 
9 Fodor, Jerry: “The Language of Thought” New York, Thomas Cromwell, 1975. 
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He therefore goes further then Putnam, who does not deny the explanatory capacities of lower 
level theories. 
 
 His argument focuses, not on the consequences of multiple realizability on the lower-
level laws (non-unification and complications) but, on multiple realizability itself. He uses it 
to criticize lower-level laws by saying that in fact they do not explain higher-level properties.  
His attack is based, not on the explanation of a law that describes a property and its 
occurence, as Putnam did, but on the definition of a law. A law must not only be true it must, 
in addition, be derived from lawful propositions. This modus operandi is to assure 
rigorousness of a demonstration and the validity of the law. 
 
 He argues that because of the disjunction of a proposition (the fact that it proposes 
exclusive alternatives), excludes it from being a law. To understand this let us look at the 
derivation of a higher-level law (presented in the multiple realizability system that is depicted 
in fig. 1) from a lower-level law: 
 

If     Ai   then    Bi   (1) 
If A1 or A2 …or An   then   B1 or B2 … Bn   (2) 

P is if A1 or A2 …or An   (3) 
Q is if B1 or B2… or Bn   (4) 

 
⇒ P then Q 

 
 This demonstration consists of four propositions followed by the desired conclusion 
ending the demonstration. To validate this demonstration all four propositions must be lawful 
propositions. The first proposition is clearly a law. Fodor denies that the second proposition is 
law-like because it is disjunctive (it expresses a choice between two mutually exclusive 
propositions). For the same reason he denies the title of law to the third and fourth 
proposition. This invalidates the demonstration and, therefore, the explanation of a lower-
level law by a higher-level law. Reductionism is therefore false. 
 
 Criticism has come forward toward, not only toward Putnam and Fodor’s arguments, 
but also toward the first and third paragraphs of this summary of the multiple realizability 
argument against reductionism. 
 

2.3 Criticisms of the Multiple Realizability Argument 
 
 Sober10 criticizes both Putnam and Fodor’s argument and, by that method, tries to 
invalidate the second paragraph of the demonstration of the multiple realizability argument. 
 
 His criticism of Putnam is based on Putnam preference for unified explanations. He 
argues that choosing the unified over the disunified explanation is a subjective matter. If 
someone is only interested in the similarity of macroscopic occurrences and not in there 
microscopic differences, this is a matter of choice, not a fatality. He says (p. 551): “Science 
has room for both lumpers and splitters”. By that he means that some Scientists have a 
legitimate interest in knowing that the same occurrence is linked to different causes. 

                                                 
10 Elliot Sober : “The Multiple Realizability Argument against Reductionism”, Philosophy of Science, Vol. 66, 
No 4, p. 542.564, 1999. 
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Therefore, the lower-level explanation is not worse than the higher-level one and 
Reductionism is still an option. 
 
 He criticizes Fodor by discussing the need of a law to be non-disjunctive. He asks if a 
higher-level generalization must be inexplicable by a lower-level law just because the 
demonstration contains the word “or”.  
 
 Since Fodor11 himself admits that a law mustn’t absolutely be non-disjunctive. He 
says it is “not strictly mandatory” but he adds: “one denies it at a price”. This price is partly 
denying rigor to the notion of a law, which will partly need redefining. Sober argues that “his 
argument is prudential, not evidential”. He means that Fodor thinks that it wouldn’t be 
prudent to deny that a law must be non-disjunctive, not that it is not possible. In that way, he 
weakens his own argument by admitting a contradiction of the basis of his demonstration 
against reductionism. 
 
  The main focus of partisans of the Multiple Realizability argument was proving the 
second paragraph of their argument (see page 8) as being correct. However, their 
contradictors have also criticized the first and the third paragraphs of the demonstration. 
 
  The contradictors of the first paragraph focus on saying that a higher-level 
explanation is not a good explanation because it lacks depth. In other words, if the example of 
a person bumping his head is used once again, contradictors will argue that one must not 
speak of pain but of a specific type of pain linked to the specific cause. Therefore, the 
argument is that the quality of an explanation lies in depth and not generality. Hence, the 
higher-level explanation is a bad explanation. 
 
 The contradictors of the third and final paragraph of the demonstration argue that 
partisans of the argument misunderstand what reductionism asks.  These contradictors say 
reductionism can very well only be local. You can reduce the particular pain you suffered at 
one moment to lower-level properties without having to reduce human pain entirely. 
Nevertheless, some might not agree that this is all that reductionism demands. 
 
 The argument debated here will, in the following section, be applied to the Chemistry-
Chemical Engineering system. 

                                                 
11 Fodor, Jerry: “The Language of Thought” p. 21, New York, Thomas Cromwell, 1975. 
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3. Understanding the difference between Chemical Engineering 
and Chemistry through the Multiple Realizability Argument 
against Reductionism 
 
  
 
 This section of the article will discuss the relationship and differences between the 
systems studied by Chemists and those studied by Chemical Engineers. The difference and 
independence between the two professions will be discussed philosophically through the 
Multiple Realizability argument against reductionism. 
 
  First of all, the Chemical Engineering system will be described and discussed. These 
systems will be described as complex and as being able to be viewed with different degrees of 
focus. Following this, these focuses of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering and their 
implications will be defined and discussed. It will be shown that, if it might be possible to, 
theoretically, reduce these systems to what will later be defined as Chemistry, it is not 
possible practically due to their complexity. Finally, all the tools will be present to apply the 
Multiple Realizability Argument against Reductionism to the Chemistry-Chemical 
Engineering system. 
 

3.1 A Chemical Engineering system: simple or chaotic 
 
 Chemical Engineers are concerned with designing and operating chemical processes; 
in other words they study the production and delivery the result of chemical reactions. For this 
reason, the systems they focus on usually consists of an installation through which transits one 
or more products: 
 

 
Fig. 5: Description of an Engineering System 

 
 
 
  Each entering product is in one of the three phases (liquid solid or gaseous) as is each 
exiting product. The installation, depending on its purpose, can require energy input or output. 
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The goal of the system is always some sort of modification of the entering products to obtain 
the outgoing product. The word “modification” covers a large range of processes such as: 
 

• Chemical Transformation 
• Heating or cooling down 
• Separation 
• Mixing 
• Grinding 
• …etc. 

 
 Of course a Chemical Engineer is rarely just interested in one system, but more in an 
arrangement of systems. This arrangement of systems will yield in successive transformation 
operations. In this paper, an installation and its incoming and outgoing products will be 
referred to as the chemical engineer’s system. Conclusions for a single system can be 
transposed to the global arrangement of systems12.  
 
 The goal of the Chemical Engineer is to describe these systems with a theory that  will 
enable him to predict the evolution of an existing system or the occurrences of  a future 
system. The theory is obtained from the study and descriptions of existing systems. 
 
 The complicated aspects of these systems usually involve different types of transfers. 
Indeed, since an installation will never be the final resting place of a product, these products 
will always be in movement or in transition. Of course, we can imagine that the modification 
can be done in between two transport phases; this is called batch processes in opposition with 
a continuous process (the product is in constant movement). Nevertheless, these processes 
usually must be mixed, which will also lead to internal transfer. 
 
 Transfers can be: Heat transfer, mass transfer and momentum transfer. Momentum 
transfer is what governs movement in a moving phase. Understanding momentum transfer of 
a system permits to know the speed of a certain particle at a certain time and place.  
 

In solid phases, these different problems can be fairly well defined and predicted 
because momentum transfer is often absent or negligible (mass transfer is usually also small). 
However, in a liquid phase, momentum transfer is very high and extremely complicated to 
simulate and predict. In addition, it has important influences on the two other types of 
transfer. Indeed, heat and mass can be transported by convection, which is defined as a net 
particle flux (The word “net” is used because particle flux occurs even in a stagnant solution 
due to Brownian motion. This motion goes in all directions and is net flux of zero and is, 
therefore, not considered as convection.). Understanding convection and therefore 
understanding momentum transfer, is the key to understanding the two other types of transfers 
and the entire system.  

 

                                                 
12 The global arrangement is clearly an addition of systems. An addition of similar systems with philosophical 
reflections can be considered, similarly to a mathematical addition, as not modifying the way you think of a 
single system. In the philosophical way of thinking, for this to be true you must add the requirement for the 
initial, added, system to be multiple realizable. This way, there will be no transition from a single, realizable and 
unique system to a multiple realizable additions of systems. For example, if human pain is, once more, 
considered, its general is already multiple realizable in a single individual. Therefore, if a group of humans is 
considered, this should not change our philosophical views about general human pain. 
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Except for certain conditions, convection in chemical engineering apparatus is in the 
turbulent form. Turbulence is a form of fluid motion that is chaotic. Bishop13 (p. 311) defines 
chaos in the following way:  
 
“Chaos is a technical expression for a specific type of irregular motion produced by a 
deterministic system. That is to say if we know precisely the inputs of a particular system so 
that it can justifiably be termed deterministic and the output from that system is irregular 
(quasi periodic apart) then we say the response is chaotic.” 
 
 Convection often respects these conditions. The system must respect Newtonian 
dynamics. It is therefore deterministic in regards to the input. Mathematically, the system is 
governed by partial differential equations with time and space coordinates (given by 
Newtonian dynamics) and by the initial conditions to these equations (given by the inputs). 
This type of situation is solvable and will give a predictive equation as a function of the time 
and space coordinates. Bishop (p. 312) confirms this: 
 
“No analytical solution can be written to describe chaotic motion quantitatively; we must 
resort to numerical solutions.” However, given precise details of initial conditions the 
response of a chaotic system can be predicted at any time in the future and the experiment 
repeated exactly.” 
 
 “Analytical solutions” designate solutions that can be found directly (in one 
calculation) by hand using basic mathematical rules. “Numerical solutions” designate 
solutions that cannot be found directly. They necessitate that the solution be slowly 
approached by trial and error (multiple calculation) methods, usually preformed by 
computers. Even though solutions must be calculated numerically, a predictive solution can 
be found. The problem lies in the demands that a chaotic system has toward initial conditions 
(Bishop p. 312): 
 
“Chaos exhibits divergence from adjacent starts. If the initial conditions of a chaotic system 
are known only with some margin of error then the final outcome becomes unpredictable.” 
 
 Bishop is saying that given the exponential dependence, the divergence between the 
different possible outcomes is huge even for a small difference in the possible incomes. For 
the system to be completely predictable, all the initial conditions must be known with infinite 
precisions. This is commonly known as the butterfly effect, because a butterfly in China can 
change the outcome of your system in Europe. This illustrates the sensibility of the system. 
Therefore, if in theory a chaotic system can be predicted, in practice, it cannot. This prevents 
a chemical engineering system to be a predictable system. 
 

To illustrate this and to understand how a Chemical Engineer surpasses these 
difficulties, a common installation for Chemical Engineers: the stirred tank reactor, will be 
used as an example. This system has the following form: 
 

                                                 
13 S. R. Bishop : « Chaos, Chemometrics and Chemistry : An introduction to Chaotic Systems », Vol. 30, 
Analytical Proceedings, 1993. 
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Fig. 6: Scheme of a stirred tank reactor 

 
 The goal of this installation is for localizing the production of chemicals. The entering 
mixture of reagents flow is transformed in the reactor into the wanted outgoing mixture 
products flow. The reaction is, therefore, only happening when the reactants are in the tank. 
This is usually accomplished by temperature control14. A localized reaction permits Engineers 
to do calculations. Different devices are linked to the reactor in order to control its properties 
(Temperature, homogeneity, concentration...etc). 
 
 The calculations preformed by engineers are complicated for the reasons evoked 
above. Indeed, this system is chaotic in terms of its convection. The convection controls a 
number of other parameters and, thus, renders their calculation more complicated. The main 
interest for chemical engineers is, usually knowing, the outgoing concentration to be able to 
compare it with the inbound concentration. This permits them to quantify reactant conversion, 
which is the goal of the installation. 
 
 Knowledge of the exact concentration at a certain position and time in the outgoing 
flow would require an exact modeling of the convection pattern in the reactor. Fortunately, 
this type of precision is not needed. The reasons why will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 
 
 Chemical Engineers will, for these reasons, use simplified views of reality and propose 
simplifications for the systems they study. In this case, the tank will be viewed as 
homogeneous. In other words, the convection pattern is viewed as random enough for them to 
consider that there will be no concentration gradient in the mixture. The input product enters 
and immediately is mixed in and finds itself at the concentration of the outgoing product. 
 

                                                 
14 To illustrate this situation, one can think of an oven. The oven has partly the function to localize the cooking. 
You do not want food to be continuously cooking. This is why, only the oven has the temperature to allow 
cooking. If food was continuously cooking, it would be much harder to eat it well prepared.  
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 This simplification leads to fast and fairly accurate calculations. It permits engineers to 
consider the outgoing flow as non-evolving and homogeneous. That is why they treat the 
stirred tank reactor in this way. 
 
 In conclusion, systems studied by Chemical Engineers, being stirred tank reactors or 
other installations, can be viewed in multiple ways. The most complicated being the most 
“focused” vision. Indeed, if one focuses independently on each molecule or on the average 
behavior of molecules, the result is a different vision of the system. The concept of “focus” 
will now be more deeply defined, to understand why and how one wants to view a system on 
a macroscopic level. 
 

3.2 Viewing a real system: A question of focus 
 
 The way reality is viewed is a theory dependent matter; subjective to which theory is 
used to describe the system. The following part of this work will try to explore and define the 
different possible views of reality for a chemical engineer. In this case “reality” will 
correspond to a Chemical Engineer’s system.  
 
 For an Engineer, or any other scientist, one way to look at reality is through 
measurements. In fact, a laboratory exists because its function is to enclose reality and test our 
theories. One could argue that reality for a chemical engineer (or a chemist) should be viewed 
at the molecular level. In other words, since these scientists are interested and work with 
chemical reaction the smallest needed scale should be the molecular scale. It is known that 
particles exist at a scale that is even smaller. Nevertheless, chemists or chemical engineers do 
not study this scale, so it is not necessary to discuss it here. You could say, following this line 
of thought, that, to fully define or view a system you could observe the trajectories (or: 
position as a function of time) of every molecule through measurements. This reflection is 
flawed by one of the postulates of quantum mechanics regarding measure: 
 

hXP ≅Δ×Δ  (1) 
 

 This equation is known as the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle15. It says that the 
uncertainty of the position (ΔX) multiplied by the uncertainty of the value of the momentum 
(ΔP) of a particle equals a non-zero value (h is the Planck constant it equals 6.626 10-34 
joules/second). This simply yields that, even with an infinitely precise measurement 
apparatus, the infinitely precise description of reality cannot be achieved. At the molecular 
level, the position of a molecule will always be known with a non-negligible imprecision. 
Measurement, thus, do not permit us to define our system in terms of the exact positions of 
molecules. The goal to viewing a system in terms of molecules is, thus, limited in essence. 
 
 One could argue that this limited precision is good enough and one should still view 
our system as individual molecules, which are located with a limited precision. This is more 
or less the chemists view. He studies specific reactions and tries to figure out the mechanism. 
He has interest in distinguishing differences between two entities at the molecular level. He 
uses tools that permit very fine measurement techniques that permit him to view what is 
happening at the molecular level (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Molecular 

                                                 
15 A more complete discussion and derivation of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle in available in: D. A. 
McQuarrie : « Quantum Chemistry», University Science Books ,1983.  
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Spectroscopy…etc.). Therefore, we can say, even though he sees things with a certain 
imprecision, that he views reality with a Molecular Focus (Chemist’s focus). 
 
 The view of a Chemical Engineer must be different because his final goals are 
different. Indeed, his final goal is producing a product for the market. This product is always 
identical from an Engineers point of view. For example, if we think of a candy bar, which is a 
common product manufactured by a Chemical Engineer in the food industry, it must be 
realized that all candy bars that are produced are identical from the point of view of its 
producers. The buyers expect, when they buy a certain piece of candy, to always get the same 
thing. In addition, the producing company sells every candy bar at the same price. This 
means, that every candy bar is considered and must be identical. Of course, if two products 
are viewed through the molecular focus, they will be very different. Therefore a Chemical 
Engineer cannot use the molecular focus; because, otherwise, he will not view his system in 
accordance to its purpose. If we return to our example this purpose would be: producing a 
certain amount of equivalent candy bars. He must set his focus in order to view his production 
as invariant and in accordance to the desired degree of reproducibility of his product. 
 
 In addition to not being useful, the measurements at the molecular focus are often 
impossible in the Chemical Engineer’s systems. The size of the systems prohibits localized 
measurements. Even if it were, the cost would be enormous (Cost is an additional factor that 
is part of a Chemical Engineer’s world and that determines what is possible and what is not. 
This factor is usually moderately present in the Chemist’s world.). Therefore, if one wanted to 
view Chemical Engineer’s system at the molecular level, one would have to view the system 
through a predictive model and verify it at certain positions. Unfortunately, as it was 
discussed previously, these systems are often chaotic which make predictions impossible. A 
Chemical Engineering system can, therefore, difficultly be viewed with the Chemists focus. 
Indeed, even if it was possible to reduce these systems to Chemistry in theory, in practice it is 
almost impossible due to the complexity of such a task.  
 
 The “focus” of a Chemical Engineer is, as it was described earlier, different from the 
focus of a Chemist. It is not possible to define the exact level of focus of the Engineer’s view. 
Indeed, as it was said above, this level depends on the characteristics of the product. It is 
reasonable to state that this view will have a focus that is less precise the then the molecular 
focus for the reasons discussed above. The Chemical Engineer’s focus, even if its precision 
varies, will be referred to as the Macroscopic focus. 
 

3.3 The Multiple Realizability Argument against Reductionism applied to the 
relationship of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
 
 This paragraph will argue that it is not possible to reduce Chemical Engineering to 
Chemistry. This will be done in two phases. First of all, Putnam’s argument will be applied to 
this relationship. Second of all, it will be argued that the criticism toward the argument is not 
valid in this case. 
 
 The focus with which Chemists and Chemical Engineers view a system has been 
showed to be different. The discipline with the less precise focus (Chemical Engineering) can 
be viewed as the higher-level science and the other discipline (Chemistry) can be viewed as 
the lower-level science. This can be illustrated from the following modification of figure 4: 
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A1 A2 Anor or... B1 B2 Bnor or...then

If   P     then      QChemical
Engineering

Chemistry

 
Fig. 7: The Multiple Realizability Scheme applied to the Chemistry/Chemical Engineering 

relationship 
 
 A Chemical Engineering occurrence is either the outcome of a Chemical Engineering 
system its property is the incoming flow. In other words, P is the incoming flows and Q is the 
outgoing flows. Ai and Bi are different properties and occurrences at the chemical level (or 
focus) that can lead to the same higher-level properties and occurrences seen with the focus of 
the Engineer. The higher-level system is, therefore, multiply realized. The laws (they are 
commonly known as theories in Chemical Engineering profession) used in chemical 
engineering describe and explain P and Q. The laws used in Chemistry describe and explain 
Ai and Bi. 
 
 If the example of the already described stirred tank is taken, P is the incoming mixture 
of reagents and Q is the outgoing mixture of products. The system is seen as invariant by the 
Chemical Engineer because he must always produce what he defines as identical product and 
he always buys what he defines as the same initial reagents. The system is clearly not 
invariant at the molecular level because there are always small changes, which influence 
occurrences at this level. Therefore the ingoing and outgoing flows viewed with the 
macroscopic focus of the stirred tank reactor are multiply realized in regards to the molecular 
focus. 
 
 Let’s recall the summary by Sober7 of the Multiple Realizability demonstration that 
Reductionism is false: 
 
“Higher-level sciences describe properties that are multiply realizable and that provide good 
explanations. 
 
If a property described in a higher level science is multiply realizable at a lower level, then 
the lower level science will not be able to explain, or will explain only feebly, the phenomena 
that the higher-level science explains well. 
 
If higher-level sciences provide good explanations of phenomena that lower level sciences 
cannot explain, or explain only feebly, then reductionism is false. 
 
Reductionism is false.” 
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 It may be recalled, that two authors produced two different arguments to demonstrate 
the veracity of the second paragraph of this statement. These two authors are Putnam and 
Fodor. 
 
 The Multiple Realizability argument that will be used against reducing the Chemical 
Engineering laws to Chemistry laws will be Putnam’s argument. Indeed, this work does not 
seek to generally prove that the Multiple Realizability works, but only that it works in this 
particular case. Fodor argument is a general argument and cannot be applied to a specific 
system. In addition, Sober’s criticism of Fodor’s argument cannot be refuted on the basis of 
this specific system. 
 
 If we summarize Putnam argument against reductionism, we can say he declared that 
the explanation of the higher-level sciences were better then the explanation of the lower-level 
sciences because they offered a more general and unifying explanation. As Putnam argues 
that “more general” is better because of the inherent search of unification in Science. This 
argument can be applied in a general way to the Chemistry-Chemical Engineering system, 
and it could be concluded that Reductionism of Chemical Engineering to Chemistry is false. 
This would simply be done by replacing “general occurrences and properties of a higher-level 
science and a lower-level science” by “occurrences and properties of Chemical Engineering 
and Chemistry” in the argument. 
 

However, Sober (1999 p. 551) replies to Putnam that generality is not the only quality 
of an explanation, but so is depth: 
 
“I am claiming that there is no objective reason to prefer the unified over the disunified 
explanation.”  
 
 It is not debated here that, on a general level, there is no reason to prefer a unifying 
explanation. However, the relationship discussed is a specific system and it will be debated 
that Sober’s criticism applies to it. Indeed, in the case of a Chemical Engineer’s system, 
disunification would require the engineer to view his system as an evolving system. He cannot 
do this, because he would be incorrectly viewing his products. His products and reagents 
would be viewed as non-identical, but regulations, customer demand and the price he gives or 
pays for them define them as identical. If he wants to be coherent with the world he works 
with, he cannot consider unity and non-unity equally. He must prefer unity to be able to treat 
his incoming reagents and outgoing products as identical through time. Therefore, in general 
cases preferring a unifying explication might be a matter of choice; but because of the nature 
of his profession, the Chemical Engineer must prefer a unifying explanation to a specific 
disunifying explanation. 
 
 Let’s illustrate this with an example. A common mission for a Chemical Engineer in 
the food industry is the production of candy bars. He will by starting products, which he will 
inject into a continuous process to obtain a steady, flow of outgoing candy bars. He will not 
want to change his process all the time, therefore he will have the entering products will have 
to attain a certain degree of similarity to be considered the same. His outgoing products will 
be sold to clients expecting the same candy bar every time they buy it. Consequently, he must 
have a theory that allows him to describe the different components of his system (properties 
and occurrences) as the same. If he uses a theory, which describes every outgoing candy bar 
as different (because every candy bar is different at the molecular level), it would not be 
rational to sell treat as the same in regards to its further application. However, this fact cannot 
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be changed, every candy bar will be treated as the same by his customers. In conclusion, for 
the sake of coherence, this Engineer must prefer a unifying explanation to represent his 
system. 
 
 We may recall that there are oppositions not only to the second paragraph of the 
paragraph, but also to the first and the third.  If a demonstration of the Multiple Realizability 
Argument against Reductionism is to be accomplished, these two arguments must be 
discussed. 
 

The argument against the first premise is to say that the Chemical Engineering 
explanation (higher-level science) has more explanatory power then the chemistry explanation 
(lower-level science). Sober answers this criticism generally by saying that these critics prefer 
depth to generality and that this is there preference. In other words, choosing depth over 
generality is also a matter of choice. Depth is an important virtue for an explanation to have, 
but, we can add to Sober’s criticism by saying that a Chemical Engineer should not value 
depth over generality because this would, again, force him to consider his products as non 
identical. In order to be coherent, the chemical engineer has to take the focus that allows his 
description of the system to be coherent to his treatment of it. 

 
The third and final premise has been criticized by saying that Reductionism does not 

have to be general, but can be localized to a specific system. For example, the augmenters 
might concede that the general behavior of a stirred tank cannot be reduced, but they would 
say that the stirred tank frozen at a certain moment in time could be reduced. Given, our 
discussion, there is no reason for this not to be true. Nevertheless, it is still a week argument, 
because it does not mean at all that you can reduce Chemical Engineer to Chemistry. Indeed, 
all it says, is that occurrences of higher-level systems can be reduced to lower level systems. 
The discussion of this article concerns the reduction of theories. A lot of people, including 
Sober, disagree that Reductionism agrees to be localized to occurrences. Indeed, this makes 
Reductionism a very trivial proposal, because it looses its main goal, which is to bring all 
sciences (and their theories) together as a derivation of Physics. You would, to the contrary be 
left with a bunch of reducible occurrences. 

 
Given this discussion we can say that the demonstration proposed by the Multiple 
Realizability Argument applies and that the criticisms do not apply to this situation. Chemical 
Engineering offers an explanation that is to be more valued by the chemical engineer. 
Therefore, Chemical Engineering cannot be reduced to Chemistry, because, if the manner in 
which Chemistry describes occurrences studied by Chemical Engineering is “less good” then 
Chemical Engineering, it should be discarded. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
 
 The debate about validity of general reductionism is a complicated one and the goal of 
this article is not to solve this problem. The Multiple Realizability argument against 
reductionism exploited in different ways by Fodor and Putnam clearly poses new challenges 
to the partisans of the reductionist theory such as Elliot Sober. Criticism has, however been 
formulated toward it. The goal of this article is not either to judge of the quality of the 
criticism. 
 
 However, the goal of this article was to apply the argument to the Chemistry-Chemical 
Engineering system, reject criticism for this specific system, and, consequently, reject the 
possibility of reductionism of Chemical Engineering to Chemistry. This was attempted, by 
using and adapting Putnam argumentation to the studied system. This led to the conclusion 
that Chemical Engineering offered better explanations for the occurrences in Chemical 
Engineering Systems because it was a unifying theory. Sober’s criticism was based on the 
notion that using the degree of generality to judge the value of a theory was a matter of 
personal preference and not an absolute criterion. The answer to this was that for Chemical 
Engineering systems generality was, indeed, an absolute criterion because occurrences that 
are treated in the same way should, in order to be coherent, be described as the same. The 
necessity of coherence allows the Chemical Engineer to argue in favor of Chemical 
Engineering as describing the occurrences he studies “better” then Chemistry would. 
Reducing Chemical Engineering to Chemistry was therefore found to being false, because 
Chemistry’s explanations are discarded for being “less good”. 
 
 If one cannot reduce Chemical Engineering to Chemistry, the independence of the two 
professions is clearly justified. Undeniably, this yields a clear boundary between the two 
sciences and the two theories. In conclusion, the professions must also be separate. 
 
 In addition to its formal goal, this discussion demonstrates the possible use of a 
philosophical argument to understand the context of scientific theories. It permits scientists to 
question and better define what they study and understand where it stands in the complex 
network of human reflection.  
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